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At a glance

� Saw, sand, scrape, separate,

rasp, polish, cut, compact

cement and many other

tasks like a professional with

just one single machine.

� Optimum handling thanks 

to ergonomic design and

low weight.

� Extensive range of

accessories available.

Select your
MULTIMASTER

package.

To ensure that you get the most out of your FEIN MULTIMASTER, this power tool is now

available in different versions with various extensive equipment and accessories: START,

SELECT, TOP and TOP-EXTRA. With the exception of the START package, all MULTIMASTERS are

equipped with electronic speed control. The electronics increase user comfort during

filigree work in model building and teak panelled deck repairs, for example. Whichever

MULTIMASTER you decided upon, the price class of all packages boasts an excellent price-

performance ratio. The entire range of accessories can of course be ordered individually

and used in all versions.

START –
the basic model.
The START set contains the most important

accessories for accomplishing the most

common tasks: sanding, scraping and

sawing. 

The START MULTIMASTER provides you with

an extremely smooth-running professional

delta sander for maximum sanding capacity,

with a powerful scraper and with an

oscillating saw.

SELECT –
with added value.
The SELECT package includes the

MULTIMASTER MSxe 636 II with electronics

as well as two additional saw blades: 

1 HSS segment saw blade for wood, putty

or soft materials, for fibreglass, carbon

fibre-reinforced plastic and sheet metal to

1 mm; 1 carbide-tipped segment saw

blade for cutting out tile joints. This con-

siderably broadens the FEIN MULTIMASTER

’s range of applications. 

START contents.
1 MULTIMASTER MSx 636 II; 1 sanding pad; 

5 of each type of sanding sheet, grain 60, 80, 120

and 180; 1 rigid stopping knife; 1 E-Cut saw blade,

35 mm; 1 key; mounting bolts.

Order reference 7 229 26 00

SELECT contents.
1 MULTIMASTER MSxe 636 II II with electronics; 

1 sanding pad; 5 of each type of sanding sheet,

grain 60, 80, 120 and 180; 1 rigid stopping knife;

1 E-Cut saw blade, 35 mm; 1 HSS segment saw

blade; 1 carbide segment saw blade; 1 key;

mounting bolts.

Order reference 7 229 27 50
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*MSx 636 II (as included in the START set) without electronics with 21 000/min

Power input 180 Watts

Sanding pad oscillations 12 000 – 21 000/min*

Cable with plug 5 m

Weight 1.1 kg

Sanding pad above corner 80 mm

MULTIMASTER MSxe 636 II, as included in 
the SELECT, TOP, and TOP EXTRA sets:

TOP –
the full works.
The additional carbide rasp can be used for sanding down tile

adhesive, on natural and artificial stone, for removing graffiti from

concrete and stone facades, for coarse sanding wood, etc. 

Plus, exclusive to the TOP package: the MINICUT & Diamond

sharpening set with matching saw blades as well as everything you

need to ensure dust-free working. In a sturdy metal carrying case.

TOP contents.
1 MULTIMASTER MSxe 636 II with electronics, in metal carrying case and

containing the SELECT equipment plus: 1 perforated carbide rasp; 1 MINICUT &

Diamond sharpening set; 1 perforated sanding pad; 5 of each type of sanding

sheet, perforated, grain 60, 80, 120 and 180; 1 suction device.

Order reference 7 229 27 51

TOP EXTRA –
the combo package.
A first-class offer: the FEIN MULTIMASTER TOP and the dust

extractor Dustex II in one package. The Dustex II puts forth an

extremely high-performance and is also comfortable. With

extensive basic accessories, automatic switch-on and with the

possibility for wet and dry conditions. TOP EXTRA is the first choice

for perfectionists who value a maximum of application options.

Take advantage of immense savings by buying the package as

opposed to the individual devices.

TOP EXTRA contents.
1 MULTIMASTER MSxe 636 II with electronics, in metal carrying case, and

containing the SELECT equipment plus: 1 perforated carbide rasp; 1 MINICUT &

Diamond sharpening set; 1 perforated sanding pad; 5 of each type of sanding

sheet, perforated, grain 60, 80, 120 and 180; 1 suction device, 1 dust extractor

Dustex II (see page 16).

Order reference 7 229 27 52
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All-round suitability. 

Work without mains.

The battery-operated FEIN MULTIMASTER

accu offers all the versatility of the FEIN

MULTIMASTER. The 800-mAh rechargeable

batteries are designed to ensure a long life,

and the highly efficient mechanics of the

appliance guarantee the same performance

as the mains-operated version.

Price includes: 

1 sanding pad; 5 of each type of sanding

sheet, grain 60, 80, 120 and 180; 1 HSS

segment saw blade; 1 rigid stopping knife;

1 rechargeable battery (800 mAh);

1 charger (one-hour charger); 1 key;

mounting bolts.

Order reference  7 129 02

Quality asserts itself.

Throughout the world the MULTIMASTER

has regularly been awarded the best

marks.

A leap ahead through
technical innovation.

During the oscillating action, each acces-

sory you fit moves with a frequency of 

up to 21 000/min along a minimal arc of 

3.2angular degrees. This method of func-

tioning provides unrivalled versatility with

unique advantages.

� Work without kick-back into the

smallest corners and on edges.

� High sanding capacity with virtually 

no pressure force required.

� Perfectly smooth running; the tool

does not move on its own.

� Extremely versatile compared with

competitive products through 

universal suitability for a wealth 

of applications.

� Very safe to handle.

For professionals and
DIY hobbyists.

Its astonishing suitability for a wealth of

different applications makes the FEIN

MULTIMASTER one of the most versatile and

therefore most sensible special tools on

the market. Any application will produce

professional results: 

for renovating all around the house

(windows, floor coverings, interior fit-

tings, furniture, tiles, etc.), for car repairs,

boat maintenance and model building.

MULTIMASTER MSx 315 
Battery-operated version

Voltage 9.6 V

Sanding pad oscillations 14 500/min

Weight 1.1 kg

Sanding pad above corner 80 mm
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MULTIMASTER news.

The MULTIMASTER programme is continuously complemented through new, innovative

accessories. The new versatile universal E-Cut saw blade extends the selection. 

The application possibilities of the MULTIMASTER are thereby ideally complemented.

One for all.

You are well equipped in any situation with

the new universal E-Cut saw blade.

Use this saw blade to cut through hard-

and softwood up to about 60mm cutting

depth, non-ferrous metal, steel sheets, and

pipes up to about 1.5 mm thickness, as

well as nearly all plastics, plasterboard, and

fibreglass.

The cropping of the saw blade makes it

also possible to remove heating installa-

tions that are flush to the wall.

Even nails pose no problem for the robust

teeth (bimetal). This makes the universal

E-Cut saw blade especially suited for effi-

cient use on construction sites.
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Perfectly sanded surfaces with sanding sheets of grain 

36 to 400.

Sanding sheet set
Includes: 10 of each type of sanding sheet with Velcro 

rapid attachment, grain 60, 80, 120, 180, 240.

Order reference   6 37 17 082 03 3

Sanding pad set
Pack of 2.

Order reference  6 38 06 129 02 6

Sanding windows.

The sanding pad with plastic backing plate

prevents scratching.

Set of “Plastic” sanding pads
With plastic backing plate to avoid marks. 

Pack of 2.

Order reference   6 38 06 153 02 2

No scratches.

Window renovation made easy.

When renovating your windows, the FEIN MULTIMASTER ensures

perfect results and helps you save on costs, too. Sand well-

maintained windows with a grain of 40 – 80. After this, smooth

the surface in one go with grain 120 – 180. The enormous sanding

capacity rapidly provides visible results. It's a good idea to sand 

as carefully as possible, to obtain a perfect appearance and 

long-lasting results. For windows with flaking paint, damaged

wood surfaces or worse-for-wear puttied edges, enjoy the

benefits of the carbide rasp with a sanding capacity five times

greater than grain 40.
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Use the saw blades to remove putty from single and multi-layered

glazing without the risk of glass breakages and without 

laborious preparatory work.

HSS segment saw blade
Ø 80 mm.

Order reference 6 35 02 106 01 5

Removing brittle putty.

The flat sanding pad also gives you access to tight spaces, such as

the slats of shutters in shop windows.

Set of “Flat” sanding pads
Pack of 2.

Order reference 6 38 06 142 02 9

In tight spaces.

For hard cases.

Coarse sanding with the carbide rasp.

Unbeatable sanding capacity and

service life.

Carbide rasp
“carbide-coated” triangular, 

perforated, can also be used 

with dust extractor.

Order reference 6 37 31 001 01 4

Finger shape,

coated on both sides.

Order reference 6 37 31 002 01 7
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Sawing parquet floors.

A most varied selection of saw blades, including cropped and

segment blades, for wood, putty and soft materials. With HSS 

saw blade also suitable for fibreglass and carbon fibre-

reinforced plastic and sheet metal up to 1 mm. 

HSS saw blade
Ø 80 mm.

Order reference 6 35 02 106 01 5

Use the segment blade for cutting rigid materials, e.g. floor

coverings of plastic, rubber, cardboard, leather, woven wire cloth,

loop pile carpet and other carpet, and much more.

“Convex” segment blade
Order reference 6 39 03 192 01 4

Removing floor coverings.
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Grooves, cutouts and adapting parquet, laminate, fitted door

jambs and skirting boards are easily achieved with the cropped 

E-Cut saw blades. The cropped saw blades enable you to work

flush to the surface. The special toothing permits a superior

cutting speed.  

E-Cut saw blades
Cutting depth 50 mm

Width Order reference

35 mm 6 35 02 133 01 7

65 mm 6 35 02 134 01 5

Ideal for parquet specialists.

The perfect tool for working on floor coverings.

The FEIN MULTIMASTER provides an excellent service when

removing old floor coverings and laying or renovating parquet

flooring. Carpets, foam rubber, PVC or linoleum flooring can 

be removed more easily if it is first cut into strips. The FEIN

MULTIMASTER with segment blade saves you a great deal of time

and effort, compared with working with a carpet knife. And you

can remove floor covering remains, bonding agent, tile adhesive 

or thick old paint effortlessly using the rigid stopping knife blade.

Cement, concrete and stubborn remains are removed swiftly with

the carbide rasp. For parquet floors, the delta sander element of

the FEIN MULTIMASTER provides the ideal addition to a parquet

sanding machine, as it gets into corners and edges. And with the

appropriate saw blades, you can cut the parquet precisely to 

shape or trim wooden door frames. Residual carpet and tile adhesive, scale, underseal and 

damaged coatings are easily removed with the rigid 

stopping knife. 

Rigid stopping knife
Order reference 6 39 03 178 01 7

Removing old adhesive.

Remove oil patches from garage floors, graffiti from concrete and

stone facades or other unwanted remains using the tungsten-

coated rasp.

Carbide rasp 
“carbide-coated”

Triangular, perforated, can also be used with dust extractor.

Order reference 6 37 31 001 01 4

Oil patches and graffiti.
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For electrical wiring.

Use the carbide rasp to sand down cement, concrete, 

stone, plaster, tile adhesive, paint and wood.

Carbide rasp “tungsten-coated”

Triangular, perforated, can also be used with dust extractor.

Order reference 6 37 31 001 01 4

Sanding down plaster stucco.

Grooves, cutouts and adapting parquet, laminate, fitted door

jambs and skirting boards are quickly achieved with the E-Cut 

saw blades. 

E-Cut saw blades
Cutting depth 50 mm. 

Width Order reference

35 mm 6 35 02 133 01 7

65 mm 6 35 02 134 01 5

For sawing wood, putty and soft materials. HSS saw blades also

for fibreglass, carbon fibre-reinforced plastic and sheet metal up

to 1 mm. Cropped saw blades enable you to work flush to the

surface. The segment blades allow you to cut at right angles

without overcutting. 

HSS segment saw blade
Ø 80 mm.

Order reference 6 35 02 106 01 5

MINICUT & Diamond sharpening set  
1 saw blade holder, 2 saw blades (10 and 20 mm wide) 

for wood and other soft working materials, 

2 HSS saw blades (10 and 20 mm wide) for 

non-ferrous metals and plastic, 1 normal diamond file, 

1 clamping plate 15°.

Order reference 6 39 01 025 03 5

Cutting cable ducts.

Saving time for 
interior fitters.

The MULTIMASTER greatly simplifies all repair and installation work.

Plasterboard, wood, plastic and many other materials can be cut

or pieces cut out of them with ease either before or after their

assembly. A unique feature: the E-Cut saw blades. They allow

precise and quick sawing, even in angles and corners. In especially

small cutouts, use the MINICUT & Diamond sharpening set saw

blades. For concave and convex surfaces, the profile sanding set

enables you to achieve a top-quality sanding capacity. Sand down

excess plaster stucco, cement or filler in no time with the carbide

rasp.
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Six replaceable profiles of the profile sanding set enable you to

sand cramped spaces, in grooves and on profiles – completely

comfortable and with 300% improvement in sanding capacity. 

The flexible hollow sections perfectly adapt to various conditions.

Profile sanding set
For fine sanding work in cramped spaces, in grooves and on profiles. 

High sanding capacity, faster and simpler exchanging of profiles and sanding

disks. Complete set includes 1 holder and 6 different profiles: 

1 V-form for 90° angle, 1 trapezium form for tongue-and-groove connections,

1 for straight profiles, 1 convex form (large), 

1 concave and 1 convex form (small) each as well as 

5 of each type of sanding sheet, grain 80, 120 and 180.

Order reference 6 38 06 183 01 3

Profile sanding.

Grooves, cut-outs and modifications are easily achieved 

with the E-Cut saw blades.  

E-Cut saw blades
Cutting depth 50 mm. 

Width Order reference

35 mm 6 35 02 133 01 7

65 mm 6 35 02 134 01 5

Grooves for furniture fitting.

Professional assembly and
restoration of furniture.

The FEIN MULTIMASTER is an excellent helper for assembling fitted

furniture and kitchens, for the E-Cut saw blades provide easy

access to every spot. You want to make recesses in ready-fit

cupboards? No problem. You don't have to spend time taking

them down. 

Now the FEIN MULTIMASTER gets quickly down to the job in

repairing furniture and restoring antiques, too. Concave and

convex surfaces can be finished easily and quickly with the profile

sanding set.

Ideal for upholsterers: sawing off and removing metal clamps with

the cropped HSS saw blade.

HSS saw blade “cropped”

Ø Order reference

90 mm 6 35 02 144 01 4

Finishing touches during restoration.
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Use the diamond saw blade to cut out marble and concrete trass

joints as well as to make grooves in plastered walls, 

dry wall, sheet rock, porous concrete. 

Diamond saw blade
Ø 63 mm.

Order reference 6 35 02 105 01 2

Diamond segment saw blade
Cropped, segmented.

Order reference  6 35 02 114 01 7

The carbide segment saw blade is the economical 

alternative to diamond tools.

Carbide-tipped segment saw blade
Cropped, segmented.

Order reference 6 35 02 118 01 6

Removing tiles.

Use the flexible stopping knife to remove elastic 

sealants, paint, adhesive residues, stickers in living 

quarters and bathrooms etc. Pack of 2.

Flexible stopping knife
Order reference 6 39 03 165 01 3

Removing sealants.

The carbide rasp produces optimum results when sanding down

tile adhesive, sanding edges of tiles, coarse sanding wood, filler,

paint and much more.

Carbide rasp “tungsten-coated”

Triangular, perforated, can also be used with dust extractor.

Order reference 6 37 31 001 01 4

Sanding adhesive.

Both the diamond saw blades and the tungsten coated segment

saw blades are among the most coveted items in the accessory

range of the FEIN MULTIMASTER. They will help you to replace

damaged wall or floor tiles rapidly and without difficulty. The

joints can be cut out with a minimum amount of dust. There is

virtually no likelihood whatsoever of damaging neighbouring tiles.

Remove the old tile adhesive with the carbide rasp or with the

blade of the stopping knife. Diamond or carbide tools are also

perfect for interior fittings to make grooves for cable ducts, e.g. 

in plaster, pumice or aerated concrete stone.

Replacing tiles – the easy way.
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For sawing tasks in places that are not easily accessible, or for

small grooves. Cutouts from as little as 10 mm wide. Exceptionally

suitable for all sharpening tasks, in combination with the diamond

file and the 15° clamping plate. 

MINICUT & Diamond sharpening set
1 saw blade holder, 2 saw blades (10 and 20 mm wide) for 

wood, 2 HSS saw blades (10 and 20 mm wide) for 

non-ferrous metals and plastic, 1 normal diamond file, 

1 clamping plate 15°.

Order reference 6 39 01 025 03 5

Added fittings.

E-Cut saw blades for universal application with wood, fibre-

glass-reinforced plastic and many other plastics. High cutting

speed. Ideal for use on fitted parts. No free space 

required alongside or behind the work piece.

E-Cut saw blades
Cutting depth 50 mm.  

Width Order reference

35 mm 6 35 02 133 01 7

High cutting power.

The cutter blade ideal for rapid and secure cutting out of panelled

deck sealing materials is also suitable for problem areas such as

cabins, rails, gunwales, cleats and curves.

Cutter blade
Blade width Order reference

3 mm 6 39 03 200 01 7

4 mm 6 39 03 201 01 6

5 mm 6 39 03 202 01 9

Cutting out marine glue and polyurethane.

The HSS saw blades help you to saw fibreglass, carbon fibre-

reinforced plastic, wood and sheet metal up to 1 mm. 

Cropped saw blades enable you to work flush to 

the surface. The segment blades allow you to cut 

at right angles without overcutting. 

HSS saw blades
Ø Order reference

80 mm 6 35 02 097 02 7

Repairing the hull.

Professional boat builders and proud boat owners will find their

work made considerably easier with FEIN tools. With the HSS

saw blades, the FEIN MULTIMASTER cuts through all common boat

materials such as wood and fibreglass and carbon fibre-reinforced

plastic. The FEIN E-Cut saw blades cut through wood and fibre-

glass-reinforced plastic at high speed. Their special shape makes

them ideal for those inaccessible places. An when space is par-

ticularly tight, the MINICUT & Diamond sharpening set saw blades

will do the trick. Our range for above and below the deck is

completed by the cutter blade for panelled deck sealing materials.

Clear the decks.
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The sanding finger is particularly narrow and long: for use in

extremely tight and hidden spots, in channels, grooves, 

openings and folds. The sanding finger can be bent to 

work on any work piece. Pack of 2.

Sanding finger
Height Order reference

7 mm. 6 38 06 159 02 3 

Sanding finger
As above but with Velcro attachment on top and underside.

Height Order reference

2 mm. 6 38 06 158 02 9

Even in the tightest corners. For precise sectional repairs.

Use the HSS saw blade for sawing sheet metal up to 1.0 mm,

wood, putty, carbon fibre and fibre-reinforced plastic. Cropped

saw blades enable you to work flush to the surface. 

The segment blades allow you to cut at right angles 

without overcutting.

HSS saw blade
Ø Order reference

80 mm 6 35 02 097 02 7

HSS saw blade “cropped”

Ø Order reference

90 mm 6 35 02 144 01 4

The sanding sheets for universal use on metal, wood, fibre-

reinforced plastic, plastic, paint, filler, soldered joints.

Sanding sheet set
Includes: 10 of each type of sanding sheet, unperforated, 

with Velcro rapid attachment, grain 60, 80, 120, 180, 240.

Order reference 6 37 17 082 03 3

Sanding pad set
Pack of 2, unperforated.

Order reference 6 38 06 129 02 6

Sanding off paint.

Car repairs of all kinds.
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Especially for working on aluminium rims, for removing dust

inclusions, run paint or overspray on wood, plastic, metal, etc.  

“Supersoft” sanding pad 
Pack of 2.

Order reference 6 38 06 141 02 6

“Supersoft” sanding sheets 
Only for use in connection with sanding pad 6 38 06 141 02 6. 

Available in grain 240, 320, 400, 500, pack of 50.

Grain  Order reference

400 6 37 17 128 01 7

For the most demanding quality requirements.Added fittings.

For sawing tasks in places that are not easily accessible or for 

small grooves. Cutouts from as little as 10 mm wide. Exceptionally

suitable for all filing and sharpening tasks, in combination with the

diamond file and the 15° clamping plate. This means it is ideal for

all added fittings and installations.

MINICUT & Diamond sharpening set
1 saw blade holder, 2 saw blades (10 and 20 mm wide) 

for wood and other soft materials, 2 HSS saw blades 

(10 and 20 mm wide) for non-ferrous metals and plastic, 

1 normal diamond file, 1 clamping plate 15°.

Order reference 6 39 01 025 03 5

The rigid stopping knife can be used to remove

underseal, residual carpet and tile glue, scale, 

damaged coatings, etc.

Rigid stopping knife
Order reference 6 39 03 178 01 7

Clean removal of underseal.

Metal parts are perfectly polished with the felt polishing pads.

Set of felt polishing pads
Pack of 2.

Order reference 6 38 06 140 02 7

Polishing car parts to a bright shine.

The FEIN MULTIMASTER features very special capabilities. This is

evident in the way the HSS saw blades cut precisely through body

panel sheet metal or plastic parts. The cutting lines – a mere

0.5 mm wide – are free from burrs and distortions and do not

produce flying sparks. The saw can be plunged into the material 

to be cut at any point in the body with no preparatory work. 

If necessary, you can determine the cutting depth using a depth

stop ring. And the FEIN MULTIMASTER offers neat work not just

with sawing, but also for sanding. In addition, you can use the 

rigid stopping knife blade to scrape off underseal before carrying

out welding tasks. Please turn to pages 17 to 20 for further items

in our extensive range of accessories.
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Dustex II

Power input 1300 Watt

Air flow rate 3300 l/min

Max. vacuum 230 mbar

Tank volume 24 l

Max. rating 2000 W

Weight 7 kg

Cable with plug 6 m

Order reference 9 20 20

Price includes:

5 m suction hose, Ø 36 mm; 1 floor nozzle; 2 extension pipes; 1 flat nozzle;

1 upholstery nozzle; 1 adapter for FEIN power tools, 1 universal power tool

adapter; 1 filter bag.

The ideal addition to the FEIN

MULTIMASTER. Suitable for all

accessories with vacuuming function.

The Dustex II is even more powerful

and user-friendly! With a socket on

the device, automatic on/off, 5 guide

rolls for unlimited freedom of

movement, extensive basic

equipment and the option of 

being used in wet or dry 

conditions, it is perfectly suited 

for tasks in your workshop, on 

your car and for your hobby.

Dust bites the dust: FEIN „Dustex II“.

Now you can avoid health risks when sanding down paint and

lacquer. The dust remover for the FEIN MULTIMASTER allows you 

to breathe freely. The dust is directly extracted through the perfo-

rated sanding sheet and additional holes in the sanding pad. The

result: work virtually dust-free, with no annoying dust residues left

behind. And an additional secondary benefit of this system is the

longer service life of the sanding sheets. 

Completely dust-free sanding.

The “Stone” sanding set is universally suitable for sanding stone

and stone products. Includes: 

5 of each type of sanding sheet, unperforated, grain 40, 

80, 120, 220, 320, 400, 600, 800; 1 of each type of sanding 

pad, unperforated, with aluminium and plastic backing plate, 

1 felt polishing pad.

“Stone” sanding set
Order reference 6 38 06 129 06 7

Sanding stone.

The additional clamping plate, with a 15° sharpening angle, now

also enables you to fit diamond files into the MINICUT holder. 

This enables you to evenly sharpen knives, tools, garden

implements and much more.

MINICUT & Diamond sharpening set
1 saw blade holder, 2 saw blades (10 and 20 mm wide) 

for wood and other soft working materials, 

2 HSS saw blades (10 and 20 mm wide) for non-ferrous 

metals and plastic, 1 normal diamond file, 1 clamping 

plate 15°.

Order reference 6 39 01 025 03 5

Sharpening.

The MULTIMASTER is the tool which always provides new, surprising

possibilities. For example, working on stone, sawing grooves from

10 mm in model building or for sharpening tools.

For hobby, house and garden.
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Accessories at a glance.

MINICUT & Diamond
sharpening set
Includes: 1 saw blade holder, 

2 saw blades (10 and 20 mm 

wide) for wood and other 

soft materials, 2 HSS saw 

blades (10 and 20 mm wide) 

for non-ferrous metals and plastic, 

1 normal diamond file, 1 clamping plate 15°.

Order reference 6 39 01 025 03 5

MINICUT saw blades
For wood and other soft 

materials,plunge depth 30 mm, 

pack of 2.

Width Order reference 

10 mm 6 35 02 132 01 3

20 mm 6 35 02 131 01 0

HSS, for non-ferrous metal and plastic, 

plunge depth 20 mm, pack of 2.

Width Order reference 

10 mm 6 35 02 130 01 1

20 mm 6 35 02 129 01 9 

Diamond file
Grain Width Order reference

extra fine 10 mm 6 37 06 014 02 6

fine 20 mm 6 37 06 013 02 8

normal 20 mm 6 37 06 012 02 4

Segment saw blade  
“cropped”

Only for soft materials.

Ø Order reference

84 mm 6 35 02 113 01 9

Depth stop ring
For uncropped saw blades.

Order reference 3 26 07 058 01 8

Cutting paste
Lubricant for cutting sheet metal.

Order reference 3 21 32 020 12 9

E-Cut standard saw blades 
Crossed toothing for all wood, plasterboard, 

and plastics jobs.

Length 50 mm

Width/mm No. in pack Order reference

35 1 6 35 02 133 01 7

35 3 6 35 02 133 03 0

65 1 6 35 02 134 01 5

65 3 6 35 02 134 02 5

E-Cut precision saw blades  
Double-row original Japan toothing, for top-

precision cuts and clean cutting edges even

freely by hand into wood, plasterboard, and

plastics.

Length 50 mm

Width/mm No. in pack Order reference

35 1 6 35 02 126 01 3

35 3 6 35 02 126 03 0

65 1 6 35 02 127 01 7

65 3 6 35 02 127 02 0

E-Cut universal saw blades 
Bi-metal teeth, cranked, also suitable for radii,

high speed cut, sheet metal (400N/mm
2
) up to

2 mm and plastics, aluminium profiles, copper

pipes, wood, plasterboard, and almost all plas-

tics.

Length 60 mm

Width/mm No. in pack Order reference

29 1 6 35 02 151 01 8

29  3 6 35 02 151 02 0

Carrying case filled

The metal carrying case with universal equip-

ment transforms the SELECT package to a TOP

version. 1 sanding pad, perforated for dust

extractor, 5 of each type of sanding sheet, per-

forated, grain 60, 80, 120, 180. 1 dust extractor

complete with 2 hose nozzles for suction hose

Ø 27/32 mm plus 2 adapters for connection to

common domestic vacuum cleaner, 

1 MINICUT & Diamond sharpening set, 1 carbide

rasp (triangular).

Order reference 3 39 01 099 03 4

Carrying case unfilled

Metal case with practical inner spacing, without

machine and accessories. Optimally suited for

storing the MULTIMASTER START and SELECT.

Order reference 3 39 01 099 01 2

HSS saw blades
Ø No. in pack Order reference

63 mm 1 6 35 02 096 02 3

63 mm 2 6 35 02 096 01 7

80 mm 1 6 35 02 097 02 7

80 mm 2 6 35 02 097 01 1

Segment saw blade 
HSS
Ø Order reference

80 mm 6 35 02 106 01 5

HSS saw blade  
“cropped”

Ø Order reference

90 mm 6 35 02 144 01 4

Carrying case.

Sawing.

Sanding pad set
Pack of 2, unperforated.

Order reference 6 38 06 129 02 6

Sanding pad set 
“Plastic”

With plastic backing plate to avoid marks, 

pack of 2

Order reference 6 38 06 153 02 2

Set of “Flat” sanding pads
For very narrow openings (e.g. slats on

cupboards, shop windows, etc.), pack of 2.

Order reference 6 38 06 142 02 9

Sanding sheet set
Includes: 10 of each type of sanding sheet,

unperforated, with Velcro rapid attachment,

grain 60, 80, 120, 180, 240.

Order reference 6 37 17 082 03 3

Sanding.
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Sanding sheets
Unperforated with Velcro rapid 

attachment, can be used universally 

on almost all materials, such as wood, 

metal, fibreglass, plastic, lacquer, filler, soldering

joints, leather, etc., fully bonded with artificial

resin, high sanding capacity, corundum.

Grain Pack of 5 Pack of 50

Order reference Order reference

6 37 17 ... 6 37 17 ...

36 ... 086 04 8 ... 086 01 0

40 ... 081 04 6 ... 081 01 8

60 ... 082 04 9 ... 082 01 1

80 ... 083 04 3 ... 083 01 5

100 ... 084 04 1 ... 084 01 3

120 ... 085 04 5 ... 085 01 7

150 ... 087 04 2 ... 087 01 4

180 ... 088 04 0 ... 088 01 2

220 ... 089 04 4 ... 089 01 6

240 ... 090 04 6 ... 090 01 8

280 ... 091 04 5 ... 091 01 7

320 ... 092 04 8 ... 092 01 0

400 ... 093 04 2 ... 093 01 4

“Supersoft” sanding pad
For special applications. Only the sanding 

sheets mentioned below should be used with

this sanding pad. 

Pack of 2.

Order reference 6 38 06 141 02 6

“Supersoft” sanding 
sheets
Special sanding sheets for sanding 

aluminium rims, for removing dust 

inclusions, run paint and overspray from wood,

plastic and metal. Only use with sanding pad 

6 38 06 141 02 6. 

Grain No. in pack Order reference

240 50 6 37 17 126 01 5

320 50 6 37 17 127 01 9

400 50 6 37 17 128 01 7

500 50 6 37 17 179 01 6

“Stone” sanding set
Universally suitable for sanding stone and stone

products. Includes: 5 of each type of sanding

sheet, grain 40, 80, 120, 220, 320, 400, 600,

800; 1 of each type of sanding pad with

aluminium and plastic backing plate; 

1 felt polishing pad.

Order reference 6 38 06 129 06 7

“Stone” sanding sheets
Special sanding sheets for coarse and 

fine sanding of natural and artificial 

stone.

Korn No. in pack Order reference

40 50 6 37 17 120 01 4

80 50 6 37 17 121 01 3

120 50 6 37 17 122 01 6

220 50 6 37 17 123 01 0

320 50 6 37 17 124 01 8

400 50 6 37 17 125 01 2

600 50 6 37 17 175 01 7

800 50 6 37 17 176 01 0

Profile sanding set
Includes 1 holder and 6 

different profiles: 

1 V-form for 90°-angle, 

1 trapezium form for tongue-

and-groove connections, 

1 for straight profiles, 

1 convex form (large), 1 concave and 

1 convex form (small) each as well as 5 sanding

sheets grain 80, 120 and 180.

Order reference 6 38 06 183 01 3

Sand paper
In line with profile sanding set. For universal use

on almost all materials, such as wood, metal,

fibreglass, plastic, paint, filler, soldering joints,

leather, etc., high sanding capacity, pack of 25.

Grain Order reference

80 6 37 17 217 01 6

120 6 37 17 218 01 4

180 6 37 17 219 01 8

Sanding finger
Especially long and narrow sanding 

fingers for use in extremely tight and 

hidden spots, in channels, grooves, 

openings, folds and joints. Also for 

mould-making, in concave and convex forms.

The sanding finger can be bent to work on any

work piece. Pack of 2.

Height Order reference

7 mm 6 38 06 159 02 3

1 mm 6 38 06 157 02 1

Sanding finger  
As above, but with Velcro attachment on top

and underside. Pack of 2.

Height Order reference

2 mm 6 38 06 158 02 9

Sanding sheets for 
sanding finger
With Velcro rapid attachment, fully 

bonded with artificial resin, high sanding 

capacity, corundum. Application: Wood, metal,

soldered joints, fibreglass-reinforced plastic,

plastic, paint, filler, leather. 

Pack of 20.

Grain Order reference

40 6 37 17 184 01 2

60 6 37 17 185 01 6

80 6 37 17 186 01 9

100 6 37 17 187 01 3

120 6 37 17 188 01 1

150 6 37 17 189 01 5

180 6 37 17 190 01 7

220 6 37 17 191 01 6

240 6 37 17 192 01 9

280 6 37 17 193 01 3

320 6 37 17 194 01 1

400 6 37 17 195 01 5

Carbide rasp  
"tungsten-coated" 

Perforated for dust extractor,

triangular.

Order reference 6 37 31 001 01 4

Carbide rasp
Finger shape, 

coated on both sides.

Order reference 6 37 31 002 01 7

Dust extractor  
2 sanding pads, perforated; 

5 of each type of sanding 

sheet, perforated, grain 

60, 80 and 120; 1 extractor 

hood with suction tube; 

2 hose nozzles for hose connection Ø 27 and

32 mm plus 2 adapters for connection to the

most common domestic vacuum cleaners.

For MSx 636 II and MSxe 636 II.

Order reference 9 26 02 063 02 3

Adapter hose

For connecting the dust extractor to the most

common domestic vacuum cleaners. The adapter

hose is pushed onto the hose nozzle for the

Ø 27 mm hose connection. 

Model Order reference 

thin 3 06 05 110 00 8

thick 3 06 05 109 00 6

Sanding with 
dust extractor.
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Sanding pad set
Pack of 2, perforated.

Order reference 6 38 06 136 02 9

Sanding sheets
Perforated, with Velcro rapid 

attachment, fully bonded with 

artificial resin, high sanding capacity, corundum.

For all-round use with dust extractor on

practically all materials, such as wood, metal,

fibreglass-reinforced plastic, plastic, paint, filler,

soldered joints, leather.

Grain Pack of 5 Pack of 50

Order reference Order reference

6 37 17 ... 6 37 17 ...

36 ... 107 04 9 ... 107 01 1

40 ... 108 04 7 ... 108 01 9

60 ... 109 04 1 ... 109 01 3

80 ... 110 04 3 ... 110 01 5

100 ... 111 04 2 ... 111 01 4

120 ... 112 04 5 ... 112 01 7

150 ... 113 04 9 ... 113 01 1

180 ... 114 04 7 ... 114 01 9

220 ... 115 04 1 ... 115 01 3

240 ... 116 04 4 ... 116 01 6

280 ... 117 04 8 ... 117 01 0

320 ... 118 04 6 ... 118 01 8

400 ... 119 04 0 ... 119 01 2

Sanding sheet set
10 of each type of sanding sheet, perforated 

with Velcro rapid attachment, corundum, 

grain 60, 80, 120, 180 and 240.

Order reference 6 37 17 109 03 5

Filter paper for Dustex II
Pack of 5

Order reference 3 13 22 781 01 7

Set of felt polishing pads
For polishing metal parts, e.g. door 

and furniture fittings made of brass, 

etc., as well as for polishing and 

decorative polishing of stone and stone

products. Gelcoat layers on boats can also be

polished. Pack of 2.

Order reference 6 38 06 140 02 7

Polishing agents for various materials are

available from qualified stockists.

Polishing.

Rigid stopping knife
For removing residual carpet and 

tile adhesive, scale, underseal, 

damaged coatings, etc. 

Order reference 6 39 03 178 01 7

Flexible stopping knife
For removing old paint, residual 

adhesive, stickers, elastic sealants 

from bathrooms and living 

quarters etc. 

Order reference 6 39 03 165 01 3

Carbide-tipped
segment saw blade
For cutting through marble and 

concrete trass joints. Cropped saw 

blades enable you to work flush to the surface.

The segment blades allow you to cut at right

angles without overcutting. 

Ø 63 mm.

Order reference 6 35 02 118 01 6

Diamond saw blade
For cutting through marble and 

concrete trass joints for small-scale 

repair of tiled surfaces in interiors and

bathrooms, minimal dust generation and no risk

of damage to neighbouring tiles; also suitable 

for cutting grooves in plaster, bricks, pumice

stone, honeycomb stone and aerated concrete

for installing electrical wiring. Diamond coating

ensures a long life. Also suitable for use with

very old and hard sealant materials.

Ø 63 mm.

Order reference 6 35 02 105 01 2

Diamond
segment saw blade
For cutting through marble and 

concrete trass joints in corners 

without overcutting. Cropped shape

also permits work flush to the surface.

Order reference 6 35 02 114 01 7

Cleaning block
Rhombo for cleaning of carbide 

and diamond tools.

Order reference 6 37 19 007 01 0

Segment blade  
“Concave”
For cutting soft materials such as felt, 

leather and polystyrene. 

Order reference 6 39 03 193 01 8

Segment blade 
“Convex”
For cutting rigid materials such as floor panels 

of plastic, linoleum, rubber, cardboard, leather,

woven wire cloth, looped fabric/carpet, and 

much more.

Order reference 6 39 03 192 01 4

Cutter blade
For cutting out panelled deck sealant 

materials rapidly and safely. Also for 

problem areas such as cabins, rails, 

gunwales, cleats and curves.

Blade width Order reference 

3 mm 6 39 03 200 01 7

4 mm 6 39 03 201 01 6

5 mm 6 39 03 202 01 9

Concrete compactor
For compacting concrete when 

concreting smaller foundations. 

Air inclusions are reliably prevented.

Order reference 6 39 01 008 01 0

Scraping.

Cutting out.

Cutting.

Panelled deck repairs.

Consolidating concrete.

General accessories.

Set of clamping screws 
For all FEIN MULTIMASTER accessories. 

Pack of 2.

Order reference 4 30 33 087 06 5

Intermediate ring  
Can be used for all FEIN MULTIMASTER acces-

sories with star mount. The form-fitting mount

provides up to 40% better torque transfer.

Order reference  3 01 09 189 01 0
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Germany: C. & E. FEIN GmbH, Leuschnerstr. 43, 70176 Stuttgart, Telefon 07 11 66 65-191, Fax -229

Great Britain: FEIN Industrial Power Tools U.K. Ltd., 4 Badby Park, Heartlands Business Park, Daventry, Northants NN11 5YT, Tel. 01327 308730      

USA: FEIN Power Tools Inc., 1030 Alcon Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15220, Tel. 412.922.8886, Toll Free: 1.800.441.9878 

Canada: FEIN Canadian Power Tool Company, 323 Traders Boulevard East Mississauga, Ontario L4Z 2E5, 

Tel. (905) 890-1390, Toll Free: 1-800-265-2581

FEIN Canadian Power Tool Company, 2810 De Miniac St. Laurent, Quebec H4S 1K9, Tel. (514) 331-7390, Toll Free: 1-800-789-8181

Australia: FEIN Australasia Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 287, 

Unit 2/ 110 Bonds Road, Riverwood N.S.W. 2210, Tel. 02 9534 3533

South Africa: FEIN Power Tools South Africa (Pty) Ltd., 

P.O. Box 1411 Bramley 2018, 1st Floor Delpark House, 

77 Fifth Street, Wynberg, Johannesburg, Tel. 011 4442228

www.fein.com

If you wish to have a demonstration of our tools, please contact your local FEIN stockist.

Carrying case 
for the FEIN 
MULTIMASTER ACCU

1 rechargeable battery (800 mAh), 1 flat sanding

plate for very narrow openings, 5 of each type

of sanding sheet, grain 60, 80, 120, 180, 240,

320; 3 sanding fingers with 20 sanding sheets,

grain 80; 1 carbide rasp (triangular)

Order reference 3 39 01 099 08 1

Battery charger  
Charging time 40–100 minutes, power con-

sumption 50 VA, charging current max. 1.7 A,

weight 1.5 kg, cable length 1.2 m.

Order reference 9 26 04 050 01 0

Batteries  
NiCd, 9.6 V, 800 mAh, 0.375 kg.

Order reference 

9 26 04 007 02 6

NiMh, 9.6 V, 1700 mAh, 0.395 kg.

Order reference 

9 26 04 080 02 3

Dust extractor
For MSx 315.

Order reference 9 26 02 065 025

Clip  
For attaching to belt loop.

Order reference 3 21 25 058 00 0

Fein MULTIMASTER cordless 
accessory.


